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	Oracle Unleashed (Unleashed), 9780672311482 (0672311488), Sams Publishing, 1997
This is a very exciting time for the information-processing industry.  Companies like Oracle and Sun have led a technological revolution culminating in  today's software advances. New languages such as Java, and advanced database  servers such as Oracle8, provide a shift in paradigm for application developers.  This new paradigm yields capabilities unparalleled in comparison to software  systems of yesterday. At last we have the tools necessary to network the entire  world to large database systems in a secure fashion. 

A few years ago were the database wars. Several relational database vendors  readied server-based systems that accommodated large user communities performed  industry standard database operations. Relational and client/server became  buzzwords that were served up within technical circles to add weight to  otherwise weightless words. All the major database vendors adopted SQL  (Structured Query Language) and the relational model. Market share was initially  well-distributed among a handful of these vendors. There was no clear leader,  only a race to fulfill the promise of a few important requirements. Two of these  included performance—measured in transactions per second and portability. Of  these, Oracle has always lead the pack. Slowly but surely, due to these and  other factors, Oracle gained on the competition to become the second largest  software company and the leading database vendor of today. 

With the advent of Oracle8, I would like to suggest that the war has been  won, and I am not an Oracle fanatic; I have used many different relational  databases. Version 8 of Oracle places databases in a whole new category. Oracle8  offers several very important enhancements that take relational databases  another quantum leap forward. The most significant change from Oracle7 is the  implementation of objects. In fact, the database is considered to be  object-relational, as opposed to its purely relational predecessors. Another  significant improvement is seen in Oracle's commitment to Web computing through  the NCA (network computing architecture) and the Web Application Server. With  these, as well as many other enhancements from the OCI (Oracle Call Interface),  improved PL/SQL, and a potpourri of GUI administration and development tools,  Oracle has a real winner with this product. 
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Strategic Information SecurityAuerbach Publications, 2003

	The new emphasis on physical security resulting from the terrorist threat has forced many information security professionals to struggle to maintain their organization's focus on protecting information assets. In order to command attention, they need to emphasize the broader role of information security in the strategy of their companies....


		

Learn JavaScript In a Weekend, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Learn JavaScript In a Weekend, 2nd Edition is the ultimate guide to integrating JavaScript into Web pages. With step-by-step instructions, readers will learn how to effectively use JavaScript, the most popular scripting language used for Web development today. Setting itself apart from competitors, this is the only beginner-level...


		

Successful Evolution of Software SystemsArtech House Publishers, 2003
In today’s fast-changing, competitive environment, having an up-to-date information system (IS) is critical for all companies and institutions. Rather than creating a new system from scratch, reengineering is an economical way to develop an IS to match changing business needs. Using detailed examples, this practical book gives you methods and...




	

Identifying and Managing Project Risk: Essential Tools for Failure-Proofing Your ProjectAMACOM, 2003
There’s a good reason project risk management is one of the most vital of the nine content areas of the Project Management Body of Knowledge®. Important projects tend to be time constrained, pose huge technical challenges, and suffer from a lack of adequate resources. It’s no wonder that project managers are increasingly focusing...


		

Software Testing Automation Tips: 50 Things Automation Engineers Should KnowApress, 2017

	Quickly access 50 tips for software test engineers using automated methods. The tips point to practices that save time and increase the accuracy and reliability of automated test techniques. Techniques that play well during demos of testing tools often are not the optimal techniques to apply on a running project. This book highlights those...


		

Singular Integral Equations: Boundary Problems of Function Theory and Their Application to Mathematical PhysicsDover Publications, 2008


This high-level treatment by a noted mathematician considers one-dimensional singular integral equations involving Cauchy principal values. Intended for graduate students and professionals, its coverage includes such topics as the Hölder condition, Hilbert and Riemann-Hilbert problems, the Dirichlet problem, inversion...
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